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Deep cuts could end services
Student organizations face financial meltdown:
ASUWT and The Ledger among hardest hit
by Marques Hunter

War in Iraq seen from global
perspective.
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higher asset than other student
organizations.
"While I was sitting at the
meeting, the ' SAFC tried to
gauge what students need more,"
Dodson said. "The committee
felt the CSC has more of a need
on campus."
A large group of people
showed up at the budget proposal meeting to advocate proper

Ledger's budget's combined.
"Their (SAFC) argument is
that if a student really wants to
serve on student government,
than money's not going to be a
factor," Dodson said. "Or if they
really want to work for the student newspaper, than money's
not going to be a factor. I would
argue against that especially on a
massively low-income campus."

The numbers didn't add up
when the Student Activities
Fund Committee (SAFC) finished a ten-hour budget proposal
meeting April 2 for the 2004-05
annual budget allocations.
The Associated Students for
the University of Washington,
Tacoma (ASUWT) and The
Ledger received massive budget
cuts that will-have-aa.-impact ~D' ,
the future successes of these two
organizations.
The Career Services Center's
(CSC) budget allocation for next
year should decrease approximately $5,000, compared to
their current annual budget
If Interm Chancellor Steve
Olswang recommends the proposed 2004-05 budget to the
Board of Regents on April 16,
ASUWT's budget next year will '"
be cut in half and The Ledger's
budget will be cut by nearly twothirds.
Both
organizations
received over $1 10,000 this year
in budget allocations. Next year
it could drop below $45,000 for
both organizations.
The CSC's budget and the
Events and Sports budget took
the littlest shot from the SAFC's
budget
crunch.
ASUWT
Joshua Gaebel! The Ledger
President Mark Dodson serves From left to right: Carmela Amador, Marques Hunter, Meg
as an Ex-officio member of the Smith and Marlene Hanson.
'
SAFC, which means he is a non1)odson said that given the
voting student government funding of the CSC. With that
member. Dodson said the SAFC help, the CSC could potentially· · circUDistances the SAFC was in,
was regrettably forced to rank have a larger budget that almost the co~ttee did about as good
the Career Services Center as a doubles ASUWT _ and The of a job With what they had.

"We will feel the impact more
this upcoming year instead of
feeling it really bad the year
after," Dodson said.
The budget downsize for student organizations is a financial
blow that could affect the sustainability of key student organizations that are essential to any
university. Added to this equation is the fact that S&A fees
will increase this summer.
This year, every full-time student pays $97 dollars per quarter
to the Student and Activities
(S&A) fee. Effective this summer, S&A fee will increase three
dollars. 15 percent of next year's
collected S&A fees will go
toward the S&A long-term
development account (a type of
savings account).
To explain the proposed cuts,
15 percent of the S&A fees will
go into the S&A long-term
development account. The student government did not add to
this account last year.
Consequently, SAFC was
forced to make budget cuts and
strengthen the 10ng~tet:In., devel.
opment account that was depleted largely due to the cost of the
Student Center and other amenities.
Still, many questions are left
unanswered as to why the CSC
was given a realistic budget,
whereas ASUWT and The
Ledger, two active and arguably
necessary student organizationson, are left to sink or swim.
~.~

Silencin,g fhe ,cafnpus v(lice
President Vladimir Putin
dominates elections in
Russia.
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by Meg Smith

Every campus has them-a student government, student organizations and a newspaper. Current
budget ads threaten to change that
for this campus.
Recently, each of these groups
brought their budgets before the
Student Activities Fund Committee
(SAFq and asked for funding fiom
student fees. The SAFC dehberated
for many hours and then cut the
budgets for various organizations.
The Ledger's ads were so severe,
they threaten the very existence of
the newspaper.
This year there were more
requests for funding than there
were fimds available and SAFC
bad to make cuts to existing budgets. Student government and The
Ledger both were decreased by
more than 50 percent
OIherbudgets bad,minimaJ cuts,
such as the career center with a

decrease of around $5,000 fiom
their $90,000 budget this year. The
Ledger had openrted without an
increase for the last two years and
was asking for additional funding
to update equipment and provide
staff additional training. The budget was cut fiom around $53,000 for
this year to around $21,000 for next

year.
The Ledger, an award winning

and natioo3ny recognized publication, is the voice of the student
body. It provides a fOOJDl for students to voice their ideas and their
opinions.
This paper provides a historical
background to the campus. It dates
back to 1993 when a group of students joined together to create the
first UWT newspaper. The
Independent. Those first few issueS

of The Independent were spotadic
and inconsistent 'There were no
established publicatioo dates, no
budget and no manager. The paper
came togetheI: at the expense of the
studeot's grade ~t averages and
families. They felt strongly about
having a student voice on campus.
See Budget page 4
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Hidalgo, great race for survival
by Penney White

of the Rings), were invited to
enter the race. Hidalgo's rep utaHang up the spurs and sit back tion as a Spanish mixed bred musfor an epic action-adventure tang and his successes in distance
about an amazing race and a bat- races gained them special invitatie for redemption.
tion to the race.
Director Joe Johnston generalSince this movie is based on a
Iy draws toward movies that have true story, the director tries to give
some fantasy to them
an understanding of the real Frank
It's a good movie to see even if Hopkins. He was a U.S. Cavalry
viewers do not go for the horse dispatch rider who unknowingly
tale. The movie leaves questions delivered the orders for the masabout political innuendos regard- sacre at Wounded Knee.
ing Native Americans and Saving
Moreover, Hopkins sees the
the Mustangs but, all in all the
one-sided massacre by the
film is enjoyable.
.-----=-=--'' U.S. Cavalry: Half Native
This movie is about a
American and Caucasian,
long distance rider and
the movie tells of his inner
his horse Hidalgo. The
battles with the possibilirace is named Oceans of
ties of what would have
Fire, a great horse race
happened ifhe had let oththat takes place in Bedouin, ers around him know who he truwhich is centuries old in tradition. ely was. His father was a military
It is a 3,000-mile race of survival man and his mother was a Sioux
for both man and horse across the Indian.
Arabian Desert. But only Arabian
The race becomes a battle for
horses of the grandest bloodlines survival, honor, and newfound
and owned by the noblest families dignity. When the Arab envoy
may be invited.
finds Hopkins and Hidalgo, they
In 1890, Hidalgo and his are in Wild Bill's Wild West
rider" an American, Frank Show. Hopkins is a drunk trying
Hopkins (Viggo Mortensen, Lord

to hide from his past and deny . Hopkins manhood from being

himself a future.
This is only one of the many
obstacles along the way. Some
other interesting obstacles are
locusts, boiling quicksand, the
heat and a sandstorm that reminds
you of The Mummy.
Omar Sharif plays one of the
most elegant parts as Sheikh ,
Rigadh, the finest most honorable
Arabian horse breeder and head
of the Bedouin race. He sends an
envoy to the United States to
invite Hidalgo to race.
The movie takes a tempary
turn once the cowboy is half way
through the race. Should AlHattal, Rigadh's horse win the
race, Rigadh will give his daughter Jazira (Zuleikha Robinson) to
the jockey, Prince Bin AI Reeh
(Said Taghmaoui). Jazira, in the
meantime, is tired of hiding her
face from men. She is a woman of
her own mind, before her time or
country.
Jazira is kidnapped along with
the royal breeding manual.
Rigadh asks for Hopkins to rescue Jazira, which will save

removed. To make things more
difficult, Jazira is a little troublemaker, sneaking into tents· where
she does not belong.
At. this
point, ~~ moy!e segway'~" into
Hopkins saving' the day with his

Saturday, April 24 at 6 pm
Location: Washington State History Museum
Members; $10 nonmembers

Cost $5

Hear Gary E. Moulton, Thomas C.
Sorensen Professor of American
History at the University of Nebraska,
Lincoln and editor of The Journals
of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
speak about sections of the explorers'
journals that portray graphic images:
maps, flora and fauna, and images of
people and cultural elements.
_byT_Ad _

... waalliogton SIole Hmory Museum

For tickets or more information
please call 253.272.4258 ext. 3007

Do 'you know how to a

.'

at a bU5'i ne55 dinner'? ~ ffi~~-·
With 90ur boss watc~i

Frida,Y, AEril 16, 6:)0 - 9:)0 p.m.
Roottop Garden Room
Landmark Convention Center
f'rofessional Attire Re9uired

Tickets are Limited
5u'y 'yours toda'y: Cashier's Office, MAT 354-n
UWT students: $15 single, $2.5 for·2
(I .D. re9uired) Non-studentS': $30 .

As a full-time UW studetlf, faculty or stoff membe,;
you can ioin WasbiQgton StaJe Employees CredltUnt
for students 18-15;' L, /, ut,our FDundafion Acio
• Free checking WI " Il' rpipimum balQllce requiJ
• No annual fee, fi;edi~te Viso® credit (ard*
• First box of image checks free
See Angelo Moffet to open your new account or
ot amoffet@wastatet(t.org '

sil'.- shooter and the princess's
bodyguard as a partner. He races
across rooftops, pulling an
Indiana Jones feat.
t' .~This movie is rated PG-I3 for
ad~~~e violence and some
mild l'exual innuendos.

TACOMA ART MUSEUM
1111 PACIFIC AVENUE TACOMA. WA !11412
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And we have the track record to make it happen, too - 29 straight
years of record growth & profitability! So take the opportunity now
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3,100 new openings for store managers over the next five years-

to learn valuable, marketable business skills from one of America's
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management experience' Dynamic, diverse work environment· Great
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We have immediate opportunities for entrepreneurial. ambitious
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benefits, ind a stock purchase plan • Cutti~ technological tools

• Intensive training • lots of advancement potential

Please visit our Booth at the
Career Fair on Tuesday, April 20th
or apply online at:
www.walgreens.com/careers
Walgreens.com/careers
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Now that voice is threatened by
budget constraints. The cuts to The
Ledger's budget are not just cuts to
equipment or printing costs, but do
away with the publication manager
position, and cut into office expenses, staff pay and training.
In other words, the cuts are so
deep they move tl\e paper back to
1993 when it looked more like a
- student newsletter than a newspaper and could not consistently keep
a staff or a publication date. What
does it mean to have a university
without a student newspaper?
Our founding fathers knew the
importance of newspapers in representing the people and acting as a
watchdog over the " government.
Samuel Adams, a radical journalist,
roused the people by'nsing the colonial 'press to resist the Stamp Act,
which eventually was 'fepeaIed
Adams' response to this success
bore the signs of modem journalism: ''But your press has sounded
the alarm Your press has spoken to
us the words of truth, It has pointed
to this people their danger and their
remedy. It has set before them liberty and slavery."
The Ledger needs the voices of
the students, staff and faculty on
this campus to come together and
defend the need for this publication,
It is more than a place where students get experience in writing,
editing, photography, team work,
publication and deadlines. It is a
part of the foundation our founding ·
fathers laid for us,
"The First Amendment gives
the press the right to publish news,
infonnation and opinions without
government interference. 1bis also
means people have the right to publish their own newspapers, newsletters, magazines, etc," from Dlinois
Press Association Guide to First
Amendment & Access Laws
(1995).
Please write or call the SAFC
chair, Sarah Myers and let her know
that it is important to have a student
voice on campus, Myers can be
reached at smyers@u.washington.edu or at 692-4685 (leave a
message.)
1bis is a time of sacrifice and
organizations on campus have to be
willing to accept cuts, but not the
kind of cuts that eliminate an established program. These funds come
from student pockets and SAFC
needs your input about how to best
spend your dollars.
Meg Smith is the publication manager and was the first editor of the
newspaper when it was established in
1993, Smith is ajoumaJism instructor
at Pierce College and a former weekly
newspaper editor and reporter.

We welcome individuals of diYefse talents and backgrounds.
Walgreens promotes and supports adrug-free WO!tqlIace.EOC
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VLADIMIR PUTIN
TAKES THE VOTE
WITH EASE
Andrei Birjukov

Fesco trades peace and profits with Port of Tacoma
Maintaining peace takes more than a handshake is between President Bush and President Putin
by Carmela Amador
results in a strong relationship and
Trade exchanges are necessary to trust."
ensure peaceful American and Russian
Since 1976 its relationship with the
relations via profits, trust made by way U.S. has been off and on until politics
of successful shipments, and the glob- stopped using trade as a contingency
of peace. In 1980, an embargo blockalization of essential goods.
By creating a
ing
Russian
global market
trade to the
through busiU.S. became
ness relationthe result of
the
Russian
ships,
both
America
and
of
invasion
Russia succeed
Afghanistan.
in exchange of
Trade relapeace and proftions were then
at a stand still
its.
Russian
until
1995
"The SA-IS ice cutters come
steamship lines
when Russia
into our waterway bringing aluand the U.S.
do business with
minum from Russia," Beckland
made the deciAmerican ports
says. The aluminum that Russia
to export natural
sion to value
ships across the Arctic is taken
trade and profit
resources and
from the Port of Tacoma for
import a variety
over an that
processing
had
been
of
American
in Olympia, WA. To maintain
brought about
consumer goods
good trade relations with
in break bulk
by an invasion
Russia, a represe~tative from
containers.
that was long
the Port of Tacoma is stationed
over.
Transactions
in
Vladivostok.
FESCO
such as these
ships started to
call for commitment and trust. Far Eastern Shipping trickle back into the Port of Tacoma
Company, FESCO, has found such in until the banks crashed as a result of
trade with the Port of Tacoma in the Russian transition from communism to democracy.
Tacoma, WA.
"We take good care of FESCO here,
In 2002 Beckland and other
says Susan Beckland, director of Trade Russian correspondents with FESCO
Services at the Port of Tacoma. "It began to see regular shipments.

President Putin made this because oil
investments at Sakhalin Island brought
enough capital to make trade relations
consistent.
Last year FESCO brought just
under $1 million to the $72 million
imported to the city of Tacoma.
FESCO is a 124-year-old steamship
line that helped set the globalization
foundation. Now the' company trades
with some of the world's best ports.
"The SA-IS ice cutters come into
our waterway bringing aluminum from
Russia," says Becldand. The aluminum
that Russia ships across the Arctic is
taken from the Port of Tacoma for processing in Olympia, WA.
To maintain good trade relations
with Russia, a representative from the
Port of Tacoma is stationed in
Vladivostok.
"The transnational relationship also
creates jobs in both Russian and
America," says Beckl~nd . In trading
with the U.S. ports, FESCO is affected
by unionization and labor costs. The
union it works with the most is the
ILWU,
International
Longshore
Worker's Union.
Trade between the U.S. and Russia
stimulates profits, resulting in jobs for
these workers and Russian longshoreman at FESCO 's headquarters in
Vladivostok.
Trade between FESCO and the Port
of Tacoma results in peace from jobs,
profits, and economic gain.

Putin had no serious competitors in the
elections. Communist Nikolai Kharitonov
received 14 percent of the votes. Former
communist economist Sergei Glazyev and
pro-business leader Irina Khakamada
receive about 4 percent and only claimed to
compete. The most surprising fact is that
Putin received more than 98 percent of the
vote in Chechnya, battered by more than
four years of a war under his leadership.
Many people ignored their civil duty by
not visiting the election district because the
result was predetermined. Only about 64
pero:nt of eligible voters turned out, according to official statistics. About 6 percent of
voters chose the candidate against all
because there were no real opponents
against Putin.
From the beginning of the campaign,
there was the absence of rivalry as the
majority of mass media resources were
backing the main candidate and not paying
attention to other ones. All the international
observers made it clear that the coverage
wasn't fair and the administrative source
was entirely devoted to Putin. They critic~ Russia's presidential election for
falling short of basic democratic standards,
even when Putin accepted congratulatory
telephone calls from presidents and prime
ministers of the world's leading democracies. President Bush congratulated Putin on
his reelection and encouraged him to fonow
through on his reforms. ''The president
emphasized how with this election,
President Putin has an opportunity to deepen Russia's commitment to reform - market-based reform and democratic reform,"
said the White House press secretary Scott
McCleUan at a briefing in Washington.
Despite that Putin didn't participate in
the debates, he had a lot of opportunities to
show himself In the beginning, he participated at the military training. Then he
attended a press conference with students in
Siberia Finally, Putin surprised everyone

,

'Maoy people

~oo'ed

when he made the government resign. ''This
presidential campaign looks like a plebiscite
(vote without a choice). The real elections
disappeared. Russia has no tradition of TVdebates. The candidates have a right not to
participate in TV-debates. Imagine that
someone in the United States refused to
debate. It will be a great scandal," Assistant
Professor of Periodical Press Chair Ludmila
Resniavskaya said
AU candidates except Khakamada and
Glaziev didn't seem able to compete. The
only reason Sergey Mironov participated
was to not spoil the elections. "I will vote
for Putin. I support him", he said Ivan
Ribkin was a project of Russian oligarch
Platon Elenin (Boris Berezovsky). ''This
project didn't work well because there was
a problem with a comprornat (the story
about the S-day disappearance of the former
candidate - Jouma1ist) We got farce as a
result", told our correspondent Ludmila
Resniavskaya. We didn't even mention
Ma1ishkin, the guard of V. Zhirinovsky,
who was something like a clown among
other candidates.
Irina Khakamada tried to destroy the
calmness. She accused the Central Election
Commission about the advertisement of the
president elections as being the same as the
one of the United Russia at the previous
Duma elections. This fact has only one
explanation. The same advertisers made this
advertisement During the Duma elections
campaign, Putin backed the United Russia
and this explains how the advertisement
was a reminder to vote for Putin.
"I want to assure you and I promise that,
in the next four years, I win work just as
hard, do everything in my power to have the
entire government work just as intensively,"
Putin told reporters. This is a key quote that
explains the whole course of the next four
years. What did he mean? Is it the enforcement of the power or just the improvement
of all democratic institutes? Only time win
ten.

00'

e~ctioo dl~

thel, eMl duty by
"""09 the
trict because the result was predetermined. Only about 64 percent of
eligible voters turned out. according to official statistics. About 6 percent of voters chose the candidate against all because there were no
real opponents against Putin."
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National character blends with stereotypes
In every joke. there is an eIement of truth 10 iL

What is uatioaIl c:handa'! Docs it
exist? Are all people diffi:n:at 01" are
there typic:al traits bchn:at nations?
An F.ogIish pnwab says tIIid it
lakes all sods to mUe a wodd. Maybe
we change it and say ... it lakes ODe
sort to mUe a IWioD, and uatioaIl
character is made up of IOIIIC ~
types based 08 what uatioos thiDk
about CIdt other..
IntenWionaI jokes come: from a
variety of popular sten:otypes.
IDIematioaaI jokes USDaIIy have the
same topic.
People of different nationalities
react to die same occ:asion in their own
way acc:onIiDg to their uatioaIl c:haraefer. FOI" iDSIaDa; in Russim jokes. the
English are punc:tual and n:servc:d..
The Gemmtare pndic:al and disciplined."'The Frmc:b are ligld-mindcd
and frivolous. Amcric:msue'~
dent ~ always in a goOd mood
Here is a simple cumple of an
intemational joke: How will poople of
diflc:n:nt nationalities react if they see
a 8y in a glass of beer.
The pndic:al Gc:onms will throw
the 8y out and drink the beer.
The sentimc:rdal French will lake
the By out of the glass. spreads its
wings, but W08' t drink the bc:a:.
The c:arefn:e Russi.m will drink the
beer and DOt DOtic:e the ny.
The c:onfideut American c:aUs the

The

orld

waiter and demands mother glass.
The Chinese (they have specific
cookery) drinks beer using the 8y as an
ingn:dient.
The salesman Jewish drinks the
beer and sells the 8y to the Chinese.
You can see stereotypes very well
in this joke. Heaven is where cooks are
French, mechanics are Gennan, policemen are British. lovers are Italian and
the Swiss organize it all Hell is where

.to Amari

cooks are British, policemen. are
German, lovers are the Swiss, mechanics are French, and Italians organize it
all.
American jokes about the nationality of Jesus are also seen in stereotypes
from different nations.

Three proofs that Jesus
was Jewish:
I. He went -into his father's
business.

2. He lived at home until the
age of33.
3. He was sure that his mother was a virgin, and his mother
was sure that he was God.
Three proofs that Jesus
was Irish:
I. He never got married.
2. He never had a steady job.
3. His last request was an
alcoholic drink.

Three proofs that Jesus
was Italian:
I. He talked with his
hands.
2. He drank wine with
every meal.
3. He worked in the building trade.
Three proofs that Jesus
was Puerto Rican:
1. His first name was Jesus.
2. He was always in trouble
with the law.
3. His mother didn't know
who his real father was.
Three proofs that Jesus
was from California:
I. He never cut his hair.
2. He walked around bare
foot.
3. He invented a new
religion.
These stereotypes may not seem
bad or insulting at first. Sometimes
they are more truthful than complicated scientific theories that national
character may-predict. Stereotypes
are perceived as real traits of different nations, although these traits are
often exaggerated.
So we shouldn't react seriously to
international jokes. We should observe
our experiences of national character
but not pay attention to the whole
thing.

Russian language under attackRus~ian
KD KfnIDIIw
o..iog Ibe last twaJly)'CD. mmy

wonIs fum other- ~ espa:iIIIy

English...,..

Ammca's
him: fiIbl
Rmsim IIIIlIia.
SpriaIids rallywuoy IIJod:howdJis
pocas may c:IIq,: Ibe cDire Russim 1mguage.
It was dcIJIIIcd some tm: . . tba it is
all AoaicIn wonIs

~ ID ......

iDURussim~So,it_~

ID WIiIIc "bacImDy fItYIJT in!Itcad of "'bull-

puc of SIJIXI:I' bills ....: "'a
IIII:ding" but DIll "'a 1IIIIIIIdt" . "'Sby"' in!Itcad
of "nprtft Ewo Ibe ... .......,..,.- c:iIa:sc
atdJis tm: las ba:o n:umal . . c:iIa:sc

"online" is a lad wmI ID IIIIId:t in Ibe

..,..",. 1w'.Jl".

Russim~

daza:,ft

*

Today, .... ., 11K ca -.e ...
fad dial A.nr. 1I'IIRk III: really .a::mry
ia • naydIy Iik i111mia.. ..... politiaI, caa.ic: ad mIa.aI DIIIIfiIiaa 111ft
forad tU lISIF- 1k 1I'IIRk Iqa III fill GIllside:
IiIIi1s "!
uft:uioaII ...ia_ _
ad to lie .... ill pRU, . . . IdcaIIs, as
well as ia pIIIIIIit spud of poIDias" __

*

* ..

lbe Coum:iI of Russim las n:andy

JIIUPIIIIIlII a hill o"c'."B 1he SIiIus of lIE
"gn:at and mi&hIY Russim .......ftJljs
biB incbIcs 8Idious h die IIIisB: ofdle
IIIIive ........ _1IIIlIia. ~ *:
Coum:iIluln........ *: tv 1IIdIor ....mg a Ii¥e 1I:Ir.aIIl may use some oflbe IIIIIt1IIIive~

Ewo .. n:adiag....-r ar. it is still
pIlL'ISiJIe ID ,M! w.MIy BIlk a miIaIlc.
no.ev.:r. dJis biIIlD some dq:m: may be
...... , ,.y, as Russim media may find
tb&:mscIws IIllI:IdiIIg ID sdf.aIoniID' . . ID
public opinion.
~ of 1ITTZ!!5 media fum adCIII:e 1DCIID:Is:lll: htx:uuiic mme~

med Ia
criticizes
Putin's
reelection

and an: fiapDIy jIBified. Their major
wqJIaim is 1bat1hcseAmeric:anigm cut an
CI[. Tbey ~ Ibat tbm: is a glut of
Americanisms, .. abundance ofslangy, and
evm alJusM;lction
lbe lJI3:aiIaia fiJraddinganAmerican
wmIlD Ibe language migbt be Ibe over.ill
IJ!!didnes of Ibat particular WOld. For
~ tr.doJlogicaI advaocaneuts in
Ibe world bring with them their own temJinoIogy. Tbese 1mns camot be separaIed
fum Ibe kldmoIIlgy ibeJ[ Today, an actual

Arseny Prudnikov

wmI such as "IDmIcf' is ~ 10
sr:pmiIIc fum Ibe n:aIitics of a modem Iifi:.
Or, b e:umpIe. Ibe American tenD

On Ibe other- hmI. if tbm: is a Russian
wad tba can be used eflf:dMiy, 1ben Ibat
is Ibe wmI tba dIouId be used Using
SIJIDIlOIIC'S wmk, o:rtainly allows j0urnalists ID IppCI£ dew:r, IU fiapDIy this use
of Ama •• Rsiiti by Rmsim joumaIisIs is
DIll jusaified.
So .... would be Ibe IJI3: way for
RDaia ID dI:aI with the problem of
Allo ......s? PahIps, Ibe Frmcb oould
oOi:£ a sobiIn
InfDnl:e. asllugglc apiostwonls fiom ,
0lil% ....... Ias waged h a long 1inM:.
After' Ia!gIby and 1IImgkfi!\ ddJaIc, 1be
FnD:bhage dcvdcped a pcualtysyslan for
. . . . . . UE.

Pm ~ fiJr Ibe use of a non-iIative
wad .... ofIiciaI tnmsfa' CX'dorummt, Ibe
....... will be fined up ID 10 tbousaod
times gMn lbeonlilion tbalin Ibe Frmcb
iIaguIgI:, tbm: is .. apvaImt of this
WOld. In fDnI:e. Ama .a.N!1S an: DIIl.forIJiddm, IU dJis system is done ID keep Ibe
1I!IIIF down ID a mininlm Of OIUIX, it is
impossille ID reach ah'IOIuIe SUIXeSS, but
Ibe steps I:Ikm by Ibe Frax:h are worth
respcd.

The McDonalds (shown in front of Russian historic architecture) are examples of
Americanisms filiing Russian media.

Anna Politkovskaya is an inde· pendent observer from "Novaya
· Gazeta" and SllfS to "Le Temps,"
· "there- is' no sense in the elections
because one man dominates the authorities. Vladimir Putin, who is backed by
the presidential administration & innumerable security services, has the
absolute power. Putin has turned us
back to the neo-soviet regime."
Garry Kasparov, the co-chairman of
the "Committee-2008," says to "The
Sunday Telegraph" that "Putin is doing
his best to terminate the democratic
institutions in Russia. The passive
positious of the western countries are
claims to protect the liberal ideas. This
will just help him."
"The Times" reported that all candidates did have some access to the
media but all the mass media was
directly or indirectly controlled by
Putin's friends .
As a result, the candidates didn't
have an opportunity to challenge Potin
in equal conditions.
"The Toronto Star" reports that the
local authorities succeeded in spoiling
the campaign for other candidates.
"Business Week" reports our 2004
election process is a strict reminder of
the soviet methods.
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EAST MEETS WEST
MARRIAGE MADE IN RUSSIA
Russians say that a man has to plant a tree, build a house and bring up a son. In reality,
he has to make a career, to find a good wife, bring up children, be a good husband and
to be a good father as well. In addition, he must help his parents and do many other
things. This is a lot, but maybe not so much over the coarse of his lifetime.
On the other hand, a woman finds herself speeding through life. A Russian lifetime gives
her 30 years to get an education and have her children before her biological clock
expires. Don't forget she also needs to find a pretty good guy.
These time crunches give people little time to make the right decision.

By the time Stuart LoOlY, an
American, met Nina Nikolaevna
Kudriavtseva, a Russian, he had
become an experienced journalist and
his children bad grown up.
Nina Kudriavtseva finished her
career as a dancer at the Bolshoi
Theatre and became the artistic director of the international ballet program
while bringing up a son.
Loory is now a Lee Hills
ProfessOI in F~Press Studies at the
School of Journalism, Colmnbia and
a lecturer at Moscow State
University. He graduated from
Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism in New YOlk.
By the 196Os, he became the international correspondent of the New York
Herald Tribune in Moscow.
It was the beginning of an immersion into Russian culture and society.
By the 199Os, after living in Moscow
on and off for ten years, this led him
to propose to Nina Nikolaevna. I
talked with Pr. Lool}' about their
intercultural marriage and large fumily.

Nina makes the first
move
How did you meet?
Well, it's an interesting story. Of
course, I'm asked aU the time. In the
early 199Os, I was working for Ted
Turner (f<?UJlder of CNN) and when
he came to Russia, I would have to
make aU of his arrangements for his
trip, to make sme that his schedule is
properly filled. He was coming on a
trip in 1993. I bad one evening open
when nothing bad been planned.
I called a friend of mine, who was
also my Russian teacher. She also
woded for "Literatumaya Gazda."
She knew the cultural life in the city
very well. I asked her if she bad any
ideas. She said, well, that night there
will be a premiere of the opera Faust
at the Bolshoi Theatre. I said, good,
we'll take Ted and Jane Fonda to
"Faust" and I hung up. I was in the
United States at that time. And then
aU of the sudden I thought. why
shouldn't we get the Tsars' Box.
So, I called my friend back and
said Lisa, let's try to get them to the
Tsars'Box.
She called me back and told me
whom I bad to call and I did. We
booked the Tsars' Box which seats 24
people. They were mostly Russiam
(Ted at that time was interested in
starting the Good Will Games which
was a big sport at that time). We
invited the head of the Olympic c0mmittee and his deputies, people from
Gosteleradio and government officials.
There is a big oval shaped room
behind the box, and yon can have a
little reception in there. So, during
the intermission we served champagne and caviar for 24 people. The
Bolshoi sent representatives to the
reception. And that's when Nina
Nikolaevna and I met."

nat is Itow you got acquainted. we were married in the United States.
So )'08 talked a tittle bit•••
Did me have uy problems COlD"We talked a little bit and the next iag to tile USA?
day she wanted to talk to Ted and
"She bad been to the Uotted States
Jane, because the Bolshoi bad to be many times before because she bad :
closed for remont (repair)."
danced in the U.S. with the Bolshoi.
The Bolshoi was thinking about
moving the entire company to some
(There were no problems coming
place else in the world to be able to to the United States, but it is an interbold the company together. They esting fact that after the marriage
were afiaid that if they just closed Loory and Nikolaevna moved to a litthe theatre, aU the dancers, the tle town in Missouri. The cboice of
on:hestra and the singers would just Missouri was a result of Loory's
disappear."
acceptance of a job at one of the oldDid you go to the Bolshoi the- est school ofjournalism in the world,
atre becuse your friend gave you. located in Columbia, MO.
tile advice to go? Had you be;en to , ~iko~ only needed a telephone
BoIsItoi before? Or was it your fint and a computer for her job).
time at tIIat theatre?
., started visiting the Bolshoi
What did her family think
Theatre in 1964 - long before I about her moving to the US ad
knew Nina. When I went to the having an American husband?
., think you have to ask her that I
Bolshoi previously, people like Maya
Pli.setsk:aya were dancing. I saw her don't think her family bad any probdance many times. Yuri Grigorovich lerns with this at all. Her mother is a
is now married to Natasha distinguished woman in her own
Bessmertnova and in the 1960s she right She is a translator of English
was also a great star at the Bolshoi. fiction, not just American into
So, I now know her as the wife of Russian. Two years ago she won a
Grigorovich, who is a friend of Nina major award from The RussianCultural
Relations
and a friend of mine as well. And his American
wife whom I used to see dancing all Foundation and this was an award
the time is my friend as well."
that bad previously been won by
Was Nikolaevna dancing when Mikhail Gorbachev and Mistislav
Rostropovish. She was the tbinJ winyou met?
"No. She stopped dancing in the ner of that award for her wod. She
early 1980s. She became an execu- ' has translated books like "Gone with
tive. Her title was director of reper_ . the Wmd."
toire, which means that she waS:What did your family think
responsible for scheduling all the . about Russian women. It's popular
times at the theatre. She scheduled n~adays to have a Russian wife
the operas, the ballets, and how each b,. was it 10 yean ago?
scheduling rehearsal was performed, '
"Well, I have three children and
Just about everything at the theab"t:; ~ are all married. I think in the
bad to be arranged by her."
• "'''.beginning, I have to say that they
Was sIIe dancing in the corps..de were probably disappointed that I
ballet or did she have a role? ;;:~.-~.~ my first wife. I ~
"She was in the chorus liJie. lt~ ~ my wife long before I met Nina.
means she was not a principle ~eri- . But I think there was probably some
na."
,
uneas.iness. But, they get along with
Bat did yOB ever see her danc- Nina veI'j well now. She is very
iag?
acquainted with my children and with
.. I never saw her dancing! "
my grandchildren."
How did you start your
How old are your children?
acquiIltuce?
"Well, my little girl is 42 years
"She arranged the ~t:lhg with old She is the youngest"
Ted Tmner and Jane Fonda' the next
What do your frieads Wak
day. So she came to the botel for the about Nikolaevna?
meeting and where I was wai6Dg for
"They aU think she is lovely.
Ted and Jane. After that, we talked Everybody enjoys meeting her."
~ she invited me a few weeblater
to her birthday party. I went to her Happy life for yourself
birthday party at her mother's bouse.
Did you see uy difl'ereaces Ilaving a Rnssiu wife after you Iaad
Welcome to the USA
been married to a Americaa?
"Well, our wbole families' life is
WfIS tile wedc!ing in Russia or in
tile USA?
different By the time Nina and I got
"We did not get married until married, none of my children were
1995. We were gQing to get married living with me. All of them are old
in twO placeS, Russia and the United and have their own families. That
States. One weckpng was going to be was a considerable difference."
Were there a.y differeaces
ip. the Orthodox Church and the other
wedling was going to be in the between you ad Nikolaevaa at tile
JeWisb..syugogue. We thought we beginning?
"Not many. I spent a lot of time
would not get married in the synagogue because she is not Jewish. It here before. I started coming here
turned out that we could not get mar- when Nina was only eleven years old
ried in the Orthodox Church, but we So in some ways, I probably knew
did get married in the synagogue. So, more about this country than she did,

but not in every way."
Was tms Nikolaevu first marriage?
"No. She bas a son and a grandson (Konstantin). Within another few
days we'll have another grandchild
(Nina bad a second grandson,
Arseniy Leonidovich, on Mar 10,
2004).
You didn't have any culton!
difIinIties. SIIe was very dose to
the AIDericu cuItare as yOB to
Russiaa. Did sIIe laave uy problems with the language?
"No. She speaks English and she
is also t1uent in French. Her mother's
translating turned into what we call a
cottage industry. She convinced Nina
and Nina's son to translate. So, pc»pie who translate together, live
together. Nina bas translated books
from French into Russian. Her son
Leoneed bas also done some translating from English into Russian."
Does lie five with you?
"No. He is 43 and he lives here in
Moscow."
Do your cmIdrea bow some~ abotd Rassia ad Russiu
CIIbre?
"My children lived here when
they were very young. When we
came the first time, our children came
along with us. My daughter went to
detski sad (kindergarten) for two
years. One of my sons went to detski
sad for one year. My other son went
to a pioneer camp. So, they know a
little bit about Russia."
Do y.. ave a adtuaI baIuce
ia yed faJdy or does . . uItIIre
dHaiuk?
., think we have a good cultural
baJance."
WIIat Rasiu cookiag do you
like?
"Generally I like food. I like
everything that Nina cooks."
Does sIIe ave uy special disItes? Aa AIIIericu or a Rasiu . .?
"No. I don't think so. Generally
she really likes cooking. I do a lot of
cooking also."

A successful woman
with a computer and a
telephone
Wlaat does sIIe do .w?
"Well, she left the Bolsboi and
moved to the U.S. in 1997. There is a
program here in Moscow. It is called

Benois de la Danse. It is an international ballet prize. Alexander Bnois
was a Russian, but he bad a French
name. He lived in St Petersburg. He
was a stage designer at Mariinslri
opera and ballet This prize was
named after him. The prize is now in
its 12th or 13th year. She is the artistic director of the program. The
International Dance Association
founded the prize. The president of
the prize is Yuri Grigorovich. The
general director is a friend of Nina by
the name of Regina Nikiforova and
Nina is the artistic director. This
means that every year Nma has to get
the jury together to get the nominations of the people wbo might get the
prize and she bas to invite them aU to
Moscow and make the arrangements
for them to come. She then takes care
of aU the artistic parts of the program,
including planning the program. So
that's really a full-time job for her.."
D: But wbell she moved to the
Us, sIIe didn't have a job. What did
she do wIaa sIIe came to America?
L: "She bad no job at the Bolshoi,
but she still bad this work for the
Benois de la Danse.
Before she came to the US, she
worked five or six years for this pr0gram. WIth a computer and telepbone, you can work anywhere now."
By the time Stuart Loory and Nina
Nikolaevna met each other they both
were very close to the opposite culture. Professor Loory, who bad been
living in the USSR before, was halfRussian.
Nina Nikolaevna visited United
States many times for her work and
bad become a half-American. Their
lives have always been interesting.
Stuart Loory worked for the newspaper, in which Karl Mads a wellknown economist and philosopher
bad worked, and also worked with
Ted Tmner, a founder of CNN.
Nina Nikolaevna is a friend of
Ymi Grigorovich, ex-cboreographer
of the Bolshoi theatre, and Natasba
Bessmetnova, a ballerina wbo danced
the main role in the performance
"Spartak" and wbo is a wife of Yuri
Grigorovich. ProfessOI Loory and
Nina Kudriavtseva are a very interesting couple, wbo are surrounded by
an artistic atmosphere.
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Russian student unites with American culture
Rafael Saakov

journey).

have dreamt of attending an NBA match

The next day we were invited to
"America - complicated, paradoxical,
bullheaded,

shy,

cruel,

Professor Dave Secord's house for an

boisterous,

unspeakably dear, and very beautiful."

and Marques answered my wish by taking me to a Seattle So nics game.

Indian dinner. The dinner with Alaskan

On my next trip to Seattle and

Beer was excellent. As you see, I ate a

Tacoma, I want to visit the space needle

These words belong to one of

lot in America. So, if didn't play tennis

and, of course, I want to go out to some

America's greatest writers of the XX cen-

every day with Sandy, my parents and

American nightclubs (I could not enter

tury John Steinbeck.

friends wouldn't recognize me when I

the clubs because American drinking

came home.

age limit is 21 years old and I am only

I would add to his statement that
America is a populated country with

Dave and his wife Amy are a very

friendly people. I know this because in

nice couple. They are such interesting

You know, I saw the USA in the

the fall of last year I had the pleasure of

interlocutors that we spoke till late

way I was supposed to see the coun-

evening, until Marques and Alex came

try. I have wanted to visit America ever

traveling to America and working with
many

Americans

in

Tacoma,

Washington.
In this article, I want to sum up all of
the details of the period I stayed in

made a big impression on us. (Later dur-

since childhood and I learned a lot

atre.

about the country long before I got the

one and laughed a lot. It was so funny to

Tacoma (I was writing something like a
diary) and to show how many people

and we drove to the Regal Cinema theWe saw the movie Kill Bill: Volume

Rafael Saakov, a Russian student proud of his own culture and in
love with America.

20).

chance to visit it. That's why I think I
wasn't surprised when I got there.

see how Uma Thurman beats so many

But, I can single out two things

everybody who was going to work on

people with such cruelty that we could-

that very much surprised me: 1) that

helped us to make our trip interesting

ing our stay, Bill and Chris took us to the

the joint newspaper project - Marques,

n't come round for a long time after the

lots of students attend their classes

and unforgettable.

Tacoma Museum of Glass, where we

JOSh,

film ended.

and 2) that every student drives a car.

saw lots of other Chihuly art exhibits).

Monique and others.

Myself and three others from MSU
left Moscow early Monday morning on

Soon, I met my American hostess -

Alex,

Carmela,

Deb,

Meg ,

In my mind, we became friends right

November 17 and arrived at Sea-Tac air-

Natasha from Khabarovsk. On our way

when we met first. A very big and superb

port (called so because of the location

to her home, we spoke a lot about both

surprise for us was seeing Tolena and

between Seattle and Tacoma - two of

Russia and America.

On Thursday, our American hosts

It's now interesting to see how

planned a visit to the main newspaper of

many differences will Marques and

Tacoma - The Tacoma News Tribune.
We took part in the editorial planning

Carmela, who came to Moscow to
make this issue, find out in Russian

Karie, our friends/colleagues from the

meeting and then talked with editor-in-

the biggest cities in Washington state)

She has lived in Tacoma with her

first meeting in Moscow. They had grad-

chief David leek and his executive edi-

Maybe I forgot to cover some facts

on the same Monday morning. The rea-

husband Sandy and son Sasha for more

uated in the summer and have been

tors. We learned a lot about the

in this article, but I will never forget

American publishing model.

son is the times zone; so we were flying

then ten years. Almost every day I woke

working since that time, but came to

back into the past.

up at 6:30 a.m . (in Moscow it is unreal

campus especially to see us.

In the airport Bill Richardson and
Chris Demaske - known for us from their

for me) and would go to play tennis with
Sandy.

The first thing we learned is that nei-

culture and Russian journalism .

the honour all of our American friends
have done to us.

After the welcome party, we visited

ther the paper, nor the correspondents,

I want to offer a special thank you

the program of the Japanese Day, but

are dependent on government approval.

to the people who were with us all of

Moscow visit in March 2003 - met us

Even though he always won, it was

we couldn't stay there for a long

And, of course, we were surprised by

those days. -You made every one of

and took us to the University of

really cool because in Moscow I have no

because of the pre-Thanksgiving Day

the huge territory which the newspaper

our wishes come true and we are very

Washington, Tacoma to meet Vicky

thankful to you!

time to play my favorite game. A very

party. Monique, the then News Editor of

occupies - its even bigger than the terri-

Carwine, UWT Chancellor. We didn't

professional player, Sandy cultivates

the Ledger, cooked Thanksgiving dinner

tory of many Moscow capital newspa-

speak a lot because we were tired from

sports to his son - Sasha swims, studies

for us because we were visiting just one

pers.

the flight, but we really enjoyed the con-

karate and, of course, plays tennis.

week before

versation.
Then, while we were waiting for our

The next day there was a welcome

American 's celebrate their annual

Then, I went with Marques to his

party organized by the Associated

Thanksgiving holiday. It was something

Students

of

unbelievable - I ate so many tasty things

He shows them their favorite films

around the University.

Washington, Tacoma (the campus stu-

including turkey, of course, that I could-

and plays different games with them.

The glass sculpture created by
Seattle's artist Dale Chihuly in the library

the

University

dent government).
It was at this party that we met

article now.

work - he works with children who love

host families, Bill took us on a trip

of

And, finally, lots of thanks and
hugs to everyone who is reading this

him very much.

n't even hold my camera. (My camera

Marques also likes his work, possibly

would irritate everyone by the end of our

just as much as he likes basketball. I
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Putin sweeps polls

a

With plan for' democratic and marketbased reform Putin wins in Russia, but
under what circumstances?

East meets West

. ' Coming to America
Russian journalism student Raefal Saakov
writes of American experiences and
adventures in Tacoma, WA

Tw o lovers share a
relationship that spans
d ecades and continents.
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Klssia fil~ts
terr.rist i.eals
il t.ltert
Simon Nekhoroshkin
Celebrities and musicians came
together to pay tribute to the victims of
the terrorist bombing that wounded and
killed so many on Feb. 6 in the Moscow
Metro.
The House of Composers housed the
charity event called '70 Live and to
Remember" hosted by the Moscow
Union of Composers.
The Union invited celebrities to take
part in the evening of mourning and to
display support for Russia's tragic loss.
80th the musicians and the celebrities
gave their time and money as charity to
benefit the families who bad lost their
loved ones.
The master of ceremonies were
famous Russian actors Natalya Varlei
and Vyatcbeslav Shalevich.
"We must always remember about
terrorism, the problem that bas already
spread all over the world. And we should
not forget about the people who suffered
from it," said Alexander Asmolov, the
doctor of psychology and professor of
the Moscow State University.
"The society must consolidate itself
before the danger of world terrorism.
And our concert shows that art bas no
fear before the face of the enemy and it
will always serve people."
A suicide-terrorist blew up the subway car when the train was driving to the
Paveletskaya station.
About 40 people were killed and
about 100 wounded as a result of the
attack.

Concerts like "To Live and to
Remember" cannot fight the terrorism
itseH: but can fight against its idea or
goal. They can boost the moral of the
international community to feel less terrorized by terrorism.

Elect i on

2004

Little Tsakhes wins the
landslide in the first tour
Arseniy Proudnikov
At
9
p . m,
Alexander
Veshnyakov, head of Central
Elections Commission, CIK,
announced the results of
Russia's presidential election.
Vladimir Putin I.e d the election race with 66.5 percent.
Putin's victory was an
unexpected
gift
from
Tatarstan, Chechnya, Dagestan
and Bashkortostan. Coutries
jihere' Mr.:;,Putin won took 97-~~
98 , per cent tof the vote.
r ~'fCIit .o.fticials were full of
e~1t1ujasqiall night long from
~ih e 'poll ·"T~sults.
One of the Moscow State
University students, who was
affiliated with the info-agency
-

oJ
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Hillill edil lavors lerrJ II Clldidlle
Ivan Tarasenko
It bas become apparent that the
American pn:sicImtial campaign will be
any1hiog but duD. Pn:sideot George w.
Bush and Democratic candidate Sen.
101m Kmy will be ned: and ned: for a
!at in the while house..
This Feb. the Russian Gazda, one of
the most accmIited media outlets in
Moscow, covm:d the American presidential Q!IIIP'ign, indicating that the
Russians care just as much as Americans
about who will be the next U.S. presidmt
This mooth, the Russian newspapers
ooosidered 101m Kmy to be the candidare most likely to win.
"Kelly feels very comfor1able as his
popularity among the Americans continues to grow," the Gazda commented
The reason for the increasing popularity of the leader" of the democratic party is
a growing discontent with President
Bush's homeland security and foreign
policy.
Infonnation 011 Iranian radio on Feb.
27 about the capture ofOsama Bin Laden
and the denial of this information by
Washington was critisized by the
Kommersant, another main Russian
newspaper.
They reported, "U Bush can't
catch Bin Laden before the election, Kommersant.
Kerry has critisized Bush for
the American voters wiU not be likely to give him other four years to avoiding 'service in the military.
catch him."
While Bush has accused Kerry of
The Russian press also began adUltery_with a you'ng journalist Alex
covering how Bush and Kerry have Polier.
"supporters have at last
been attacking each other's weak : . '~J!usli's'
;... ."';?'......
fQ,\1nd"i 'the \Veak place' of John
points.
"While the electoral campaign is 'KeWy, Th~' M~~s~ehusetts se~ator is
ing friends with
going on. the presidenti/!.I aspirants ~lJ~ed' :for .;tmak'
_
are striking back," reported the lH!uroReans' "" a~d of being ' too
.J~

~.

,.;:;~

.....:;.

i~

:

European.' For the conservative voters of the Republican party the word
'European' sounds like accusation.reported the Izvestia, another
Russian media source.
Russian newspapers also tried to
predict how ~e connections between
Russia and ~e USA will change if
the democrats win the coming election.
Mark Medish, advisor to demo-

cratic candidate John .Keny told the
Izvestia, -The dialogue between
Bush and Putin was lumatunlly narrow. It was only about the security.
U the dc:mocnts win the election.the
conversation between Russia and the
United States will become more
broad and balanced It ~ po'sSibl~
that the Kremlin will not always like
such kind of conversation..-

tickets and
portraits of
Putin to voters.
. St . Petersburg officials distributed free disco tickets to
young ..voters in .effort to make
theml'"' take part in Putin's victory. As a result, the God of
stability got about 75 percent
of the vote.
After midnight. the historical complex of The Manege
caught fire.
Reports said that MSU, the
journalism school across the
street, was also likely to catch
fire.
Nearby journalists looked
very scared, yet governmental
officials joked about MSU
burning down , not caring one
way or the other if it did.
The ~sa Cfiietwas covered
mainly ~'~ibe
correspon'dents, ~~h.'. ~~re reporting

ov,erwhelming results and his
speech during the press conference in Itis campaign headquarters.
How slrange it·- is t~ wa.tching tbe president ensnr~'" ihe
prosperity and stability .~f
Russia on one scrceif, while 'a n
apocalyptic scene was happening on another screen.
Dnrin! Putin's performance
the NTV journalists mocked
Putin while the pro-Kremlin
RTR. staff kept silence and
tried not to smile.
Khakamada got abont 7 percent in Moscow-city cI; conquered the second place, at
least it's better than nothing,
right? But in the long run it
only amounted to 3.9 percent
of the vote.
At 10 a.m. the Themis-serviceman, who seemed to be very
sleepy, but full of enthnsiasm,
announced that the candidate
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin,
the big V. V.P. won the presidential throne. God bless Mr. Putin!

r·.... , ...

Rosbalt, was thrown out of the
building
by
CIK officials
because he left a sheet that
said "reserved" on his computer.
Everything would have been
fine if Rosbalt had not been a
National-Bolshevik
party
leaflet,
which
contained
things like, "Russia without
Putin" & "I f"ked up the
elections."
This student
served as an example of the
Russian 'democracy'.
Also
that
evening,
Kharitonov
Nikolai
Mikhailovich,
the
male
opponent
to
Put in,
said that people
will trust Putin only half of a
year or a year.
It was clear he wasn't sure
in his own words. Maybe he
lacks charisma, whic~. is ,.t he
priority of our president. .'" ;'
His
majesty
~' Nikofai
Mikhailovich , like a firstclass pupil, repeated his statement over and over for the

media coverage.
Irina Hakamada, Russia's
female presidential candidate,
was expected t o come to the
democratic media, but never
came. Instead of the media
coverage,
she
chose
to
observe the process of counting votes from an alternative
center.
Back In CIK's apartment
1300 reporters from 44 countries got what they expected .
At
II
·p.m ,
Vladimir
Vladimirovich Putin had 68 . 8
percent.
Local authorities began
using sophisticated methods
to ensure votes for Putin they started giving theatre

iiijl

live ev ~, ~:lt.:Jj
The ~ g~e'tMit"ental Rossia
channel showed the footage of
burning Manege twice, while
they were broadcasting Pulin 's
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Steven Cahill:

"

Trevor Kidd:

Bad idea."

"

Word to that."

"

,"

Margaret
Rzymowska:
It attempts to
assert America 's
conquering
spirit. "

Brent Biggs

"

Marlene
Hansen:

"

Imperialism at it's
utmost."

I hope for a safe &
speedy return for
my friends that are
in Iraq."

The interviews and photographs by Carmela Amador

MSo •••••• '11:
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"

Alexander
Mizoukaev
My opinion about the situation in I~aq hasn't cbanged.
The main reason American
military invaded Iraq was
not to find weapons of
mass destruction, but to
overthrow the regime of
Saddam Hussein. Also, the
Americans wanted to get
Iraqi's oil fields. There is
nothing bad in that but the
Americans should have
told the world about their
genuine intentions instead
of concocting ridiculous
justifications."

.

Alexander
_Malakhov

,
'

The war started because the
United States wanted to control Iraqi oil. The Prime
Minister of Great Britain Tony
Blair indirectly confirmed it
when he claimed no
weapons of mass destruction
were found."

"

Natasha Fursova

Lena Tikhonova

When the war began, I was
against n. I thought n wasn't real-

My attttude about the Iraqi

ly _necessary. The American

actions in the war were per-

a well done play. ~
was evident that the Americans
formed 6ke

wouldn't find any evidence of
Y/98POI'lS of mass destruction. I
understood why the Americans
invaded because nwasn't merely

a restoration of democracy. I am
still against this war. But, I also
think that the Arnerica1s have
made a big mistake Vv'hen they

"

Sabir Gasanov
I think the same as I did a
year ago. The war was
started by the United States
to seize the Iraqi oil. I am
against this war and I am
against all wars. A normal
man respectful of his belief
should consider an alternative besides war.·

invaded Iraq. They will stay there

for a long time and will have many
problems with the fanatic rebels.·

"

war hasn't changed a bit.
From the very beginning, my
attitude was negative and it's
still negative. The Americans
started the war in I~to- t
oil, not to find,..weaPons of
mass destruction.
And now it
I
is qune clear to everyone. The
Americans told the entire
world inaccurate facts about
the chemical weapons in Iraq.
But as time passed, I believe
these facts turned out to be
false. I don't understand
these kinds of international
relationships."

The interviews by Alexei Aliev and Karina Pavlova photographs by Maria Ischenko

Chronicles of
19.03.2003_ Coalition forces
cross the Iraqi border. War has
begun.
Bri tish and American
bombers start to attack Baghdad
and other cities. Airports of
Basra are captured by the AlC.
25.03.2003. Iraqi forces are
trying to drive AIC forces from
Basr~ s suburbs.
~~~lI
Um-Kasr, a city in the southern
part of Iraq, is captured by the
~-..,.--.. ~. coalition. The battlefield reach---~ '--~'"
es Baghdad.

.

26.03.2003 -

16.03.2003. Iraqi military forces
fully mobilize. The Iraqi goverrunent
divides the country into four military
divisions under the command of the
President Saddam Hussein.
18.03.2003. u.s. President George W.
Bush requires that Saddam Hussein surrenders in 48 hours. Otherwise , AntiIraqi Coalition (AlC) military forces
start the war.

10.04 .2003 .

AIC
forces
capture
Carbela ,
AIIskanderia, Basra and some other smaller cities. Multiple cases of friendly
fire occur in the coalition forces.
British and American Marines fight with
Iraqi elite guardian forces in the suburbs of regularly bombed Baghdad. City
defenses deteriorate .

11.04.2003. This day is crucial for
the war - Baghdad is taken by the AIC
forces . Saddam Hussein is not captured.

Iraq

He retreats with the rest of his bodyguards. American Marines are preparing
to assault Kirkuk and Mosul.

17 . 04 .2003. All main cities are under
the coalition control. AlC forces hunt
down the remnants of the Iraqi a:rmy.
Hussein is still hiding. Establishment
of new Iraqi goverrunent begins.
05.2003. Situation in Iraq slowly
stabilizes. All cities are regularly
patrolled by the coalition forces.
Police units of Iraqi volunteers are
formed. Iraqi rebels continue to resist
and sabotage attacks on American forces
remain consistent.
06.2003 - 10.2003. New government is
established. Arrerican forces still stationed in Iraq. Arrerican military presence resisted by Iraqi citizens . Rebels
attack the coalition forces daily. U.S.
President George W. Bush declares that war
in Iraq is far from over . Weapons of mass
destruction are not found. This tirre period can be called a "silent guerrilla war .
11.2003. The most bloody month for
U

the coalition forces occurs when Iraqi
rebels become surprisingly accurate in
shooting down American military transport helicopters.
There are multiple cases of kamikaze
acts. Casualties are extremely high approximately 200 American soldiers.

12.2003. On the 14 of December Saddam
Hussein captured by American special
forces. It is the main event in the
Iraqi War. It did not make rebels surrender.
01.2004 - 03.2004. This tirre period
is the one year anniversary of the Iraqi
War. Situation in Iraq is still very
tense.
Weapons of mass destruction are not
found. Saddam Hussein refuses to testify. U. S. President George W. Bush
declares that American forces will stay
in Iraq till 06.2004.
- Andrew Kots

Journalist/ledger
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Media manipulating
voter opinion
Marques Hunter
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Kerry righting what
Bush has wronged
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- PURSUING THE

-

BRINGING JOBS BACK

TERRORIST ENEMY

TO AMERICA

Carmela Amador

A government made by the people for the people should
give the people of America choices.
Or at least more choices than choosing between healthECONOMIC GROWTH
care and groceries.
NATIONAL SECURITY
Democratic candidate Senator John Kerry is promising
- HOMELAND DEFENSE
to ease this tension of choices by a redistribution of tax
relief in his presidential campaign to ensure that the pe0- EDUCATIONAL
ple of America will be able to afford a healthcare provider
EXCELLENCE
and still make ends meet.
- TAX CUT FOR THE MIDIn doing so, Kerry is assuring Americans that they will
be able to afford the same health care plan that is availDLE CLASS
able to elected officials in Congress and the administra- CUT THE DEFICIT
tion.
-REEVALUATE IRAQ
To make this possible Kerry is distributing tax reliefs
more effectively by givmg them to the middle class,
PRESENCE
instead of the upper class like President Bush has done.
Senator Kerry would like to see a tax break for the middle class so that families can afford college, a visit to the
doctor, and the groceries.
Social services, such as healthcare, have been cut and due to a tax relief President George W.
Bush approved in 2001 that gave a tax breaks to the upper class, the middle and lower classes
were taxed more in property taxes, higher government fees and higher health care costs.
With a growing deficit as well as unemployment, layoffs became the result of the upper class
tax break. Without a job or healthcare, some middle class families began to slide into destituSo, what does this mean?
tion.
Can either of the two political juggernauts in America be trusted when they
Bush assured Americans that a tax relief for the upper class 'would provide more jobs, yet
make propositi~ns to improve America?
.~ . . today J,llore than 8.6 million Americans comb the employment classifieds.
I think it's;:~ecessary t.~at both Kerry and Bush debate who will be a better pr~~ , :;:- 1\. ~Se~a{orKerry would like to bring these jobs back to America by decreasing outsourcing, '
dent.
h
reviving American manufacturing and ending layoffs in education which are things Bush did
'But this may not sway a voter one way or the other. I think the media's influnot, and will npt, do.
ence on t"'e:~ublic to belie~e either Bush or Kerry will be .the deciding factor.
In addition, it is important for a president to be elected that actually listens to the peopli't1!!lt
And, i th'ioJ(
th,e negative'tone,
.' "
voted.f9I hiIii~
.'
. .
•
''''' .' p f the current advertisements in . America maYh ve
the larlte~(loipact on puttltC' gh~ice.
:;:. ,r'
~. What is the point of freedom of speech if you are not heard? Some people rtlay caillfIeadet~
ThroughAij:se advertisements, of Bush and Kerry are merely giorifying messages
ship when a president goes to war despite the.objection of the protests of millions. of American
of what e~h has done or what each has failed to do . The media, so eager to perpeople. On th~ other hand, some. may call it it dictatorship.
suade vi~s,
has fram~- the presidential election by highlighting key points of
"::'
The question Americans have to ask themselves is whether they want to advance as a country,
either Bus:ttts or Kerry's political platforms.
.
or.allow the executive board to dictate choices for them.
Becaus.;';iu>body is c v.e r enough to satisfy' each and every person in Ame~ica, '
_. Living in an on and off Orange Alert'culture is getting old. We need to have' a consistent leadBush It.}¥Kt~Jr
','
~
On
-ashed
campaigns
that
do
their
best
to
exploit
the
weak.
'\
'
ership that listens to aU classes of people and. their issues.
nesses 'of ~ach other. Have- political campaigns reache<i a boiling point of "look at
When a presidential candidate like John Kerry hops on a stage and makes promises regarding ~
what you ' ve done?"
.
"5 ."'" :i..:.,
the things America has lacked "lor the' last ·three and a haIf years, l'Isten.
Ultimately, Bush and Kerry actually have something in common.
Listen to his words and think about the future of such a valuable and honorable country under
They know how to spend millions of dollars to make each other look like comthe leadership of one of it's veterans. "Change is coming to America," yells Kerry at the end of
plete enemies.
every campaign rally. Make this change come true under a democracy, not a dictatorship .

The ongOing presidential campaign in America
- CREATING JOBS WITH PROseems to be largely controlled by the media, glorifyGROWTH ECONOMIC AGENDA
ing what one candidate has done or criticizing what
- MAKING HEALTHCARE
he has failed to do.
Yes, President Bush has promoted growth in the
AFFORDABLE AND PREeconomy after the events of terrorism in America.
Sure, he's maintained national security in America. DICTABLE
But according to opposing candidate Sen. John
- REDUCING LAWSUIT
Kerry, President Bush has not done a good job.
BURDEN ON ECONOMY
Kerry says that Bush has provided major tax cuts
for the wealthiest, while he simultaneously broke his - No CHILD LEFT BEHIND CONpromise to provide relief to middle class Americans. TlNUATION
He also pokes at Bush by saying the middle class
- TAX RELIEF THAT MOVES
has been denied proper medical benefits .
ECONOMy FORWARD
Moreover, according to Kerry, Bush will lead
America into a budgetary crisis of $5.3 trillion during the next decade. These are all assertions that
have been turned into advertisements on television
or highlighted in popular press jou'r nals.
Yes, Kerry has the opportunity to become the next American president. Yes,
much of what Kerry says he will do if elected will happen. But, I guarantee if
he's elected , there will be some area where Kerry has not stayed true to his word.

•

-

RESTORING

our words:

Two UWT students on their journalism experience in Moscow
The thought of graduating
this June used to make me
feel like I'm almost finished
with my education. I was
grateful tb~t it was finally
over.
Traveling to Mos.cow,
Russia for journalism this
spring break helped me realize that my learning, in many
capacities, is far from over.
This collaborate issue with
students from the Moscow
State University journalism
department helped me arrive
at this conclusion .
The students I worked with
during production were
bright, but sometimes it was
a little difficult to translate
words.

Dasha, one of the students
working with us, would defer
to her peers in Russian for
help on finding an English
word .
"Excuse me for speaking in
Russian again ," Dasha said to
me.
"Exc use me for my
English, and my lack of
Russian ," I said back to her
with a laugh.
This short exchange of
words, one with an American
accent and one
with Ru ssian,
stuck with me after
the trip . It's funny,
how sometimes
you can't learn in
a classroom what

Going to Moscow, Russia
has provided me with a better global understanding of
people and the small differences among us.
The students at Moscow
State University were fantastic .
Although being in
Moscow for six days was a
dramatic change from
America, the students at
MSU really made us feel at
home.
Their attitudes in helping
us get around via Metro,
(the term for subway) trolley and the bus showed us
they were willing to make a
special contribution tu our
experience in their country .

While in
Moscow, the cultural experience
was one I will
never forget. It
will be imp 0 s sib I e

and introduced me to some
very interesting foods.
Their vast knowledge
impressed me greatly, yet I
felt cheated with my meager
American education. The
Russian government has
much less money than ours
does, yet our education is so
much poorer.
The students at MSU were
far beyond where I was in my
second year of college in
maturity and knowledge of
~-....."...",.----, the world around them.
They were open-minded,
patient , and introduce.d ):p.e
to their country without ,the
rose-colored glasses , but
instead with appreciation
and respect for the city in '

its entirety.
To Maria, the students at
. The Journalist , and Raphael,
thank you for so many lifeenhancing experiences during
such a short trip . I learned so
much about Russia , all of
you, and even my self.
To Dr. Chris Demaske,
thank you for your teaching,
letting me. fall on my face
every once in a 'while, and
laughing at me when I accidentally ate raw bacon.
To the students readi~g .
this issue, your learning will
never rest unless you let it.

doxy .
Being immersed in the
Russian culture has made it
clear to me that American
and Russian people aren't
t hat dis s i mil ar.

When I was chosen to go
on this trip, I knew things
wouldn't be the same . And
that 's what I was lookih g
forward to.
But I did not notice a big
difference between the students here in America and
the students in Moscow.
I think all Americans
should visit another country
to gather an appreciation
and not take for granted the
freedoms, opportunities and
resources we have in
America .

you can learn in a short conversation with another student on the other side of the
world.
This trip to Moscow taught
me how much I don't know
about the people of Russia,
their rich culture and intriguing history.
The students that guided us
around Moscow knew the history of the buildings, told us
in detail about what was
going on in their government,

r=---;--..--:---,--;-;--=-,---;-=--;--_..,---,..----,

to. forget the mass Amador, Sasha, Managing Editor of the Russian
transit system that Gazeta, Marques Hunter, Dr. Chris Demaske,
is so remarkably
staff assistant Assitant Editor, and News Editor
useful to students
The Kremlin and the Red
and people in Moscow.
Square
were two places we
But most importantly,
will not forget how interest- visited that are the historical landmarks in Moscow .
ing the Russian culture is.
These two places conMoscow is a city with
tained
wondrous palaces
beautiful historical archiwhere the Czars' lived and
tecture.
beautiful cathedrals that
Our own hotel was one of
showed the rich quality of
seven identical towers built
their countries dominant
by Joseph Stalin during that
religion, which is orthoperiod .

- Sure riding in a taxi
down the streets of Moscow
feels like you're in the
Daytona 500 with no stop
signs, stoplights, speed limrts or lane dividers.
Sure the majority of the
students unlike here use the
mass transit system and
walk much more than we do.
And sure the food doesn 't
taste as good because their
Ru ssian food just isn't the
same. But that was the
nature of my experience.

- Carmela Amador

- Marques Hunter

Journalist/~gef '
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Yassen Zassoursky:

The dean of the
faculty of journalism (MSU) Yassen
Nickolaevitch
Zassoursky is an
outstanding person who has had a
major impact on
Russian culture.
For the students,
he's a man, who
reads a lecture
once a week, who
always says hello,
who cwtches them
smoking in the
corner, and whose
books they read in
the library. The
majority of.his
books are devoted
to America and its
culture...

THE OTHER
SIDE OF THE
GLOBE

';-'.

Ksenia Krohina
Artem Ivanov

60 yean watching American c:abre
Mr. Yasen Nickolaevitcb, why did yo.
start to study American cultare?
"1 started studing American culture after my
father had flown to the World Fair in New
York City and told me a lot about the USA
and the American vision of the future as it
was in 1939. The most interesting thing that
amazed my dad \va<i "The ki1I:bm of the
future." Washing machines, refrigerators....Nowadays it is usual to see these
machines in every house, but those days it
was something unexpected You may be
surprised, but in our days we had no refrigerators - only ice boxes. But, everything has
changed pretty fast"
And, has American colture dwIged,
too?
"Certainly. I'm 60 years watching
American culture, and it changed and keeps
changing. 1 wrote my first student paper,
which deals with American literature, in
1945. The USA today and the USA of the
forties is very different For example: when
my father came to American their ~
tion had a persooaI driver who was a black
man and he was very frightened to shake
hands with Russian white people. ~ ~
er example. Last centmy, American bmes
had separate seals for white and black pe0ple. And, nowadays you can see these bmes
only in a museum. So, the dynamic of
change is just amazing."
In America you shoaId heJp y........

., 1hink it depends on their national
c.baracte£ Amaicam don't like collective
action as we do. They are very independent
You see, in Anaica you sbould help yourseIt: And I tbint 1bat it's great. In the USA
evaytbing yoo do sbould be done by your
own bands.. As yoo may know, the first
iuntigtaG in the aa:ly XVII centmy were
Vf:rj strong people, as they had to cross the
ocean. They bad to build new houses, to
resist roId winIas and warm summers, to
m:aIie new aJIbR; to m3e a new world"

u.... a.by- ..... c:aItore
M& Y. . . JIIir+' .ikb, is American
adhIre fill . . pieu or it is a mixture of
IIID)' edIers?
., think 1bat EngJisb culture is dominating, as Amaicam speak English and not
Frax:h orGc:ma:t. But we sbouldn't forget
black people, who were slaves. They intnr
duced a great lIIDOUIIt of significant things
inIo Auaican cuImre. People all over the
wOOd mrm to ~ ragtime, blues and very
~ spiriIual drum music. And, of
COIIISC, there are Latin features. Spanish language is the sa:ond for the inhabitants of
parts of the USA. So, American culture has
a lot of rooIs.. It's saved distinguishing features of different cultures, and this makes a
pniIpJe tiIce of Amcr:ica United country unital aJIIme."

_?
'1>ifIi::rca:cs ill adture and mentality
are conoected firstly with the history.
.Rc:aDIy, r~ got the so called tree of my
family. I know cIevm gmerations and all of
tbcm IMld ill one town, Penza.. ~
are the DIbm of immiglllllts. They have
"my rxD*y," the USA, and the motherland, when: tbcirga.....entaare ~ We
deeper roots as ~. We: are
ldIacbcd to cullltM:tmJbs and hearths. Of
COIIISC, Amaicam have their roots too, but
they are _ ofAmcr:ica Maybe that's why

tm:e

"Oh, [ haveJ:\'t one, but I'm fond' of"" , -sOOtebody. Theie is no such thing as a huge
'Charlie Chaplin. ·~ films
full of VCT:Y .famiIy, as we have in Russia. An Ameriqm
American humo!, with its eccrotricitY' and 1eavts his IIQIl'S and dad's earlier and
ex~ggeration.~·
.
,~;...
-:: -.. · sIarts .IO'~ his own life. Therecis .not
'~.f'
,
~' . ~"'.
"\00
...
' .. But whJ are ~en s so ·PcJ in ... ~intt:n:wri:" in the mentality. Cinema? ...... '. - ~ -" .Y,..·.
- nire-~ dijI~ccl-U;~fu~;;li-

He strides along the frozen cobblestone sidewalk, confidently making his way through the bustling crowds of
Moscow, Russia. The cold wind stings him like a needle as
he passes through the Kremlin, marveling the elegant cathedrals, museums and historic buldings. .
by Marques Hunter
Most Americans wouldn't dare
The best school in Moscow is
strolling into the heart of Moscow with MSU. Just as many students at UWT
hordes of people. But University of think education is important, MSU stuWashington, Tacoma (UWT) Professor dents also take pride in their education
Bill Richardson enjoys talking to the system. MSU students focus much
people and noticing the small differ- more in their majors.
ences between American and Russian
"By the time they get to the univerpeople.
sity, they have a really good education
Richardson is a professor of history behind them," Richardson said.
and international studies and departThere are some differences in the
ment chair in the Interdisciplinary Arts education system between UWT and
and Science program at UWT.
MSU, according to Richardson.
As a scholar, he has conducted
UWT students take a variety of
research at the University of Ljubljana classes that include electives. MSU
in Slovenia. Last year, he flew to students also take general elective
Moscow with two students and one courses, but they focus much more on
faculty from UWT to initiate the first their individual majors. The curricucollaboration between UWT and lum at MSU is more like graduate
Moscow ~State University (MSU) jour- school than undergraduate school
QaIism students.
because it requires students to focus in
R~chardson
speaks ' Rus~ian }!lore depth on their majors . High
German,' French and Spanish. Be has school 'curriculums in.. Moscow are
Y1sited Russia more than 10 times.
much mote like a blending\of half high
Since the collapse of communism school and community c011ege.
in 1991 , Russia has undergone politiOnly a small portion of·students go
cal change. This, according to -. t~ college in Russia. §~ ' for them,
Richardson, has allowed the Russian going to college is viewed as a special
people to feel more comfortable opportunity.
"For the Russian students their
because they have individual freedom .
"People are willing t o tell the trut{ lives are being a student," Richardson
now, whereas before 'theywere telling
'd
something that the g.overnment wanted
In. h school, Richardson was
them to say," Ricbardson said.
gQlng .. t()..be a physicist. When college
He first visited Moscow. in 1982
when' he was a ~adu"te stu!ienf study-'

~~Il~ ~~~~I1~ o~~

~ gods., So, me1lIJ1Qoric yisionSi2Fi§e
WOOddiireriJ!~ ' ~' ~.; '"
•. -:

But What these; waotrles have in common is obviously vast territory. It causes the
vastness and profundity of these two cultures, two mentalities."
We can't be melted into something else
Can we consider the achievements of
famous immigrants from Russia and
other countries as a part ofAmerican culture or the cultures of their motherlands?
"The great feature of America is the
capacity to accept and to adopt strangers
into its culture. This process is called melting pot after you are dropped there, you
tum out to be a new person. But, I should
say that it is not so for Russian immigrants,
who assimilate harder. Russian culture is so
rich, so great. It can't be melted into something else, but it enriches other cultures and
American culture, too.

Mabile ... rr:Ii&iMB

U- lID . . . . . . . American cultures
differ ....... lID they have in com-

So, what is the American C1Ibre?
"First of all cinema, then literature, p0etry, music and theatre. But the most significant American art is cinema, of ause. It
would be better to say that cinrma is the
national culture, as it is very developed
There is a great difference between Russian
and American schools. The concadIaboo in
the details, montage, creation of the new
vision - those are the most ~ DOVelties of the American school. And, ' the
national prize the OsCar, which is consid- Amaicam are moo: mobile and dynamic.
en:d to be the most valuable.".
-:ibete, a man cwId do his business in one
What i~ your ' favorite Americo." City and live willi his wife in another, which
movie?
• .. ~.
is ~ fOr qs. They don't like to rely on

are

gion. For the USA, Christianity is something more than for Europe and even
Russia. The Holy Bible has special meaning
not only for the American conscience, but
for the society and state system, too. Russia
culture is religious, but still there are pagan
~ ,for example, we have our leshii
aitd domol'Oi (~ of Russian elves).
Pagan ~.are still aliyein~.r at least
in Russian folklore. In'-American' f'olkk>..re

April 8, 2004

Rlllsiuway
In wbat way has the Russian culture
enricbed the American colture?
"The great contribution of Russian culture was the humanistic experience by
To~y, Dostoevsky, Chechov, etc. They
showed a special 'Russian' way of thinking,
feeling and outlook. Many American artists
were created under the direct influence of
these ideas."
How can you comment on this notorious question: why do we live not as well
as tbey do?
"They worlc harder. Even if you take
students. Our student might be brighter;
American's are always harder-working. If
he comes to a lecture, he would feel obliged
to take notes, while the Russian one would
rely on his memory. This is a great advantage for them and a great lack for us. There
is just a word, which says it all Oblomov."(Oblomov refers to a character in
a nineteenth century Russain novel by
Goncharov.)

everything is different in terms of the
interpersonal interactions of tbe
Americans, on the other hand, are
Russian people .
"In the '90s, you get a whole dif- reluctant to learn a different language
ferent understanding of society and the given the common use of the English
language in many other countries.
individuals," Richardson said.
Having spent a considerable Richardson says the Russians are very
amount of time in Russia, Richardson good at learning other foreign lannotices many of the little differences guages.
"They don't know the slang, but
between Americans and Russians. He
says that people in Russia walk differ- they pick that up pretty fast,"
ently because of the snow and ice on Richardson said. "That's one of their
the ground. He notes that people in strengths; their ability to study foreign
Russia have much more serious looks language and learning the foreign lanon their faces, versus Americans who guage."
When going to Russia, Richardson
smile more often.
Although the Russians may not enjoys the historical sites, libraries,
smile as much, they value their fami- archives and especially talking to the
lies much more than Americans.
people. He has great admiration for the
"One of the things I like about the people that lived through World War n
Russians is that they have a very and the Joseph Stalin period.
strong
family
support
unit,"
Essentially; Richardson thinks
Richardson said. "And, it's not just,.+ . Russ{; '.J1 a fas~inating place.
your immediate family. It's your
"I think this connection with
friends and the people you work with. Moscow State is really valuable to us
Russians are much closer to their fam- (UWT). And, I think they (MSU) see
its valuable to their students as well."
ily and rely on each other a lot more."

